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Bobby Lewis - One Track Mind
Misc Unsigned Bands

One Track Mind:Bobby Lewis.
#9 in 1961.

INTRO:
C
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah..
F                                    A# F 
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah..

#1.
A#                          D#       A#
Some girls go bowling every Saturday night..
A#                            D# A#
some sit around and watch the TV fight.
    G#                G
but all I wanna do is hold you tight..
      A#      D#
cause I got a one track..
A#              D#
yes, I ve got a one track..
A#         F         A#
I ve got a one track mind.

#2.
A#                         D#        A#
My buddy finds all kind of things to do.
A#                         D#        A#
He s always coming up with something new.
    G#                      G
But all I wanna do, I wanna do with you..
      A#      D#
cause I got a one track..
A#              D#
yes, I ve got a one track..
A#         F         A#   F
I ve got a one track mind.

CHORUS:
        D#
Well, I can t keep my mind on nothing 

else but you.
A#
You know it s you, aaannnd, it s only you.
    D#
And if there s ever anything you ever 



want me to do..I ll say..
C
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah..
F
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah..

#3.
A#                      D#    A#
A lot of people like to go on trips.
A#                               D#    A#
Others stay at home and read the comic strips.
    G#                  G
But all I want to do is kiss your lips..
      A#      D#
cause I got a one track..
A#              D#
yes, I ve got a one track..
A#         F         A#   F
I ve got a one track mind.

(INTERLUDE:) Hey, yeah, yeah..

CHORUS:
        D#
Well, I can t keep my mind on nothing 

else but you.
A#
You know it s you, aaannd, it s only you.
    D#
And if there s ever anything you ever 

want me to do..I ll say..
C
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah..
F
yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah..

#4.
A#                      D#    A#
A lot of people like to go on trips.
A#                               D#    A#
Others stay at home and read the comic strips.
    G#                  G
But all I want to do is kiss your lips..
      A#      D#
cause I got a one track..
A#              D#
yes, I ve got a one track..
A#         F         A#   F
I ve got a one track mind.



OUTRO:
F
Oh, my, my, my, my..
A#             D#     A#               D#
I ve got a one track..well, I ve got a one track..
A#                  F         A#
you know I ve got a one track mind..(Fade.)

A sixties smash from Kraziekhat.


